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Abstract-The
distribution of leaf-bicoloured trivalent trees, according to an induced weight function (a problem which arises in biostatistics), is shown to be asymptotically
normal, with explicitly
given parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
Let T, denote a trivalent tree with n leaves (endnodes)
interior

labelled

1,2, . . . , n, and n - 2 unlabelled

nodes of degree three; there are (2n - 5)!! = (2n - 5)(2n

- 7) . . .3.1 such trees when

n 2 3, a result dating back to 1870 (see [l]). W e suppose that the leaves labelled 1,2,. . . , a
are assigned one colour and that the remaining 6 = n - a leaves are assigned a second colour.
If each interior

node of T,

is now assigned

one of these two colours,

then some of the edges

of T, will join nodes of different colour (if a, b > 0). The weight w,,I, = wa,b(Tn) of T, is the
minimum
number
of such edges, taken over all the 2n-2 bicolourings of the interior nodes of Tn.
Fitch’s algorithm [2] g ives an efficient method for calculating w,,b(T,,). The quantity Wa,b(Tn)
is
central to the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from aligned genetic sequences, and for certain
applications
(for example [3]) 1
‘t is useful to be able to calculate the probability pa,b(k) that w,,b
equals k, taken over all the (2n - 5)!! trivalent t,rees T,,. It follows from results of Carter et al. [4]
or Steel [5] that:

pa,b(k)
if k 5 min(a,b),

asymptotically
Butler

k(2n - 3k)
(2~ - k)! . (26 - k)!
(n - k)!
= 2k ’ (2a _ k)(2b _ k) ’ (a _ k)!
(b - k)! ’ k!(2n - 2k)!’

(1)

and zero otherwise. Our object here is to show that the distribution of w,,b is
normal, subject to certain assumptions.
This complements earlier calculations by

[6], who derived certain asymptotic
2. THE

THEOREM.

11 = a + b,

P,,b(k)

is approximated

probabilities
MAIN

related to w,,b(Tn).

R.ESULT

by a normal density

4{&

with mean 1~11and variance .s2n where

,

(I-39”‘)

and
s :=

4

- PY2
2-3~

’

*We are indebted to Brendon Mckay and Andreas Dress for some helpful comments.
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let cy and p = 1 - o, denote positive

STEEL

constants

and

a=o!n+6

such that

b = on-5

where a, b > 1 and 161 < n 1/3-2t for some fixed E, 0 < E < l/6.
Let z := $$LJ where lc < min{a,b}.
Then provided 1x1 < n1/6-C,

Pa,b(k)

implicit

where the constant
PROOF.

We first observe

=

~
’ .e-“2/2{1
SQGG

in the O-term

depends

+ 0(C3’)},

(4)

only on LY.

that

lc(2n - 31c)
(p + (=Ifi))
(2 - 3cL - (3sslJ5i))
(2a - IC)(2b - Ic) = (2a - /I - (zs/fi))
(20 - /L- (xs/fi))
II(2 - 3p)
(2a - /L)(2/? - /L) . {l+
(We remark

that

denominators
Suppose

it follows

we encounter
that

theorem

constant

and the definition

of p that

all the

positive.)

integers

and 1R/p711

<

tending
$, say.

to infinity
Then

in such a way that

it follows from Stirling’s

T = pn + R,
formula

and

in mind

the

that

r!==#GY

as T, 71 --i s,

from our assumptions

r and IL are positive

where p is a positive
Taylor’s

readily

will be strictly

1/3--t)}.

OCn-

0L- T.

(1 + O(F1))

c

where t,he constant,s

When we apply
assumptions
about

implicit

iu the O-terms

depend

(6) to the first quotient of factorials
0 and a := k - /nl, we find that

(2a ~ /C)! =

7” CL, (2tr ~ /qn-k+(1/2)
( F>
n fL

(u-k)!
=

(c1 _

cF+&{

only on p.

in formula

(l),

%++}

and bear

(1 + o(7L_3’))

/L)“-k+(1/2)
(7)

(20

-

/42n-k+(1’2)

. &

2,,(2,,rr::,<,

_,‘)

{ 1 +

qTL-3’)}.

(0 - ,L)n-“+(‘l”)

(

c-1

Similarly.
(2/I - Ic)! =

2
(

(b-k)!

c

b
>

PP - /42”-“+(1’2)
(fj

-

&

2,,(2iril;:(:,_,,) . (1 +

~~

A2

q72-3’)}

/L)“-“+(‘/2)

(8)

And, finally,
e

(72- k)!
k!(2n

pk(l

- 21c)!

It now follows from (l),

(5), (7),

P(n, k) = ~

2r#,‘(l-,‘)

_ LL)n-k4n-k

. (1 + 0(C3’)}

(9)

o(nm3’)},

(10)

(8), and (9), that
A”

Bb. K”

.

e-EA2/2n. (1

+
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where the constant implicit in the O-term depends only on CY,and where
A =

B =

(20-/-J)2

(2P-p)2
4(P - cl)0 - p) ’

4(o - !J)(l - p)’

K=-.-. ~--CL
2cY-/.L

P-/J
20-p

W-~1)
/.L

’

LJ(2- 3cL)2
O2 = 2(2o - c1)(2P - p)(o - CL)@ - IJ)’
and

1

P
E = (2a - $a

- p) + (2P - cL)(P - CL)+ CL0 - cl)’

To simplify these expressions, we note that
3$ - 4p + 4ap = 0,
by the definition of CL.Therefore,
(2o! - pL)s= (4a2 - 4cy,B+ /L2) + (3p2 - 4/L + 4ap)
= 4(p2 - (a + l)p + 0) = 4((r - /J)(l - /J),
so A = 1 and, similarly, B = 1. Furthermore,

(12)
and
(13)
Consequently

And, finally,

=

41.L(l- 3c@) = (2 - 31J)2 =
$(l - 11)
/L2(1 - IL)

1
2’

where we have used (12) and (13) ag am in the second line, and (11) and the definition of /I in the
last two lines. When we replace A, B, I(, D, and EA21 n in relation (10) by l,l, l,s-1 and x2,
respectively, we obtain the required result.
COROLLARY.
(1)

If z is any constant,

Pr
(2)

If E(n)

1

then

zu,,b(Tn) 5 un + .~sn(‘/~)

and V(n)

>

+ &

~~e-(lWdx

asn-+m.

s

d ellote the mean and variance of zo,,,,(Tn),

then

These results follow from (4) by standard arguments that involve approximating appropriate
sums by integrals [7, pp. 149-1571. The contributions from values of k such that ]k - pn] 2
2s,./KI@K, say, are negligible; this follows from (4) and the fact-a consequence of (l)-that
the
probabilities Pa&(k) decrease as )k - WZ( = ]A] increases, at least when ]A] 2 max{(b(, 1).
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3. REMARKS
REMARK 1. An edge-rooted trivalent tree is a trivalent tree T, with a subdivided edge (the new
node being the root).
Let Bl(n)
denote the proportion
of the (2n - 3)!! edge-rooted
trivalent
trees T, for which the root receives the first colour under all minimal-weight
bicolourings
of
the interior nodes of T, (the leaves of T, being bicoloured as in the Introduction).
Butler [6]
investigated
the limiting behaviour of Bl(n) and showed, given certain tacit assumptions,
that
Bl(n)

+

2a - 3/l
____
2-3~’

We note here that this result can be easily derived
following the corollary) to the identity [8, Theorem

BI(~L)=
since

e

is necessarily

when

Ik - pnl 5 2sd-,

REMARK

2. We conjecture

ings to r-colourings,
tions.

A related

bounded

by applying our theorem
3, equation (5)]

(and the comment

(2a - 2rc) P,,b(/c),
(2n-3k)

above by one for all k, and is uniforrnly

convergent

to w

say.
that the asymptotic

for T > 2, although

conjecture,

cli

asn+co.

normality

described

above extends

from bicolour-

/Land s may no longer be explicitly-representable

due to M. Waterman

and L. Goldstein

(personal

func-

communication)

asserts that for a fized T, with leaves regarded as i.i.d. random variables which take values in a
set of 7’ colours, then the weight of this random leaf colouration
of T is asymptotically
normal
(as n --) 03). We remark here that our theorem allows a proof of this conjecture
in the special
case when T = 2, and the probability

of assigning

each colour to a leaf is 0.5.

This

fact that the number of ways to colour the leaves of a tree T, with t,wo colours
resulting leaf-colouration
has weight k cm TTLdepends only on n and k (see [5]).
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